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Objective of the Evaluation

This evaluation has been put together in order to further the 
growth of partnerships, in states of India and beyond. It gives 
an overview of the process and provides the outcomes, while 
assessing and capturing the key pieces of learning that could 
be integrated into future iterations of this format.

This evaluation also addresses an element that was the basis 
of the partnership between Indian Documentary Foundation 
and Ourgroundworks and particularly has implications for the 
future of the programme in deepening its impact:
“to develop the best practice model for GP Local Karnataka, 
given the unique needs of the civil society and film community 
and help identify how to modify the programme accordingly.”

Methodology

The evaluation draws its data and information primarily from 
a self-assessment approach towards the process as a whole, 
an audience survey and post-pitch meetings with the 
pitching team.

Indian Documentary Foundation is the India partner for the 
global Good Pitch Platform. They had the responsibility to source a 
viable host for the very first iteration of the Good Pitch Local platform 
in India, in the state of Karnataka, India. After much consideration, 
Tara Rao of Ourgroundworks was selected to lead as the local host 
for Good Pitch Local Karnataka. 

The experience, learning and the outcome of a fruitful Good Pitch 
Local event are shared in this document.

Good Pitch Local
KARNATAKA
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The Good Pitch
Programme
 
The Good Pitch programme aims to bring 
together filmmakers and changemakers 
with foundations, NGOs, campaigners, 
philanthropists, policy makers, brands 
and media around leading social and 
environmental issues, to forge coalitions 
and campaigns to create meaningful 
impact on the ground.

In 2008, when Good Pitch was conceived 
as a global programme, initiated by Doc 
Society and in partnership with Sundance 
Documentary Film Institute, it brought 
together the powerful combination of 
change-making and media-making.

The format convenes filmmakers with 
changemakers around urgent issues to 
catalyse coalitions and create campaigns 
for social good. Good Pitch Local events 
support the creation of innovative local 
media that can galvanize communities 
and create action and impact.
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The global forum of Good Pitch has travelled internat- 

ionally to Australia, Argentina, Canada, Europe, Taiwan, 

Kenya, South Africa, USA, Colombia and Indonesia for 

filmmakers across Southeast Asia and Europe. But the 

political landscape of recent times presents us all with 

new challenges. It is time for Good Pitch to go local. 

There is a need to find and support local voices. With 

our experience of working on Good Pitch, we can 

connect local mediamakers with local funders, local 

changemakers, local lawyers, local educators, local 

policy makers and local media to shape the short films 

and audience engagement strategies that can galvanise 

their communities.

Good Pitch Local
Programme

GOOD PITCH LOCAL IS...
A DAY-LONG networking event showcasing campaigns and projects that 
presents opportunities for organisers to connect changemakers and 
mediamakers in their communities.
A MODEL for creative collaboration.

WHO ATTENDS?
ACTIVISTS, Civil Society Organisations, Philanthropic Organisations, 
Foundations, Policymakers, Educators, Filmmakers, Lawyers, 
Mediamakers, Media Platforms, Press and more.

HOW DOES IT WORK?
POTENTIAL participants submit project or campaign ideas in advance, 
up to 16 projects are selected to pitch.
SHORTLIST of activists, organisations and media-makers pitch their 
campaign or project at a moderated programme of three-minute pitches 
and active audience engagement.
A CAREFULLY curated mix of 200+ people are invited to attend.
A MIX OF national and local experts present case studies, opportunities 
and good ideas.

WHO PITCHES?
ACTIVISTS personally involved in advancing social justice, equity and 
social good. ORGANISATIONS working towards their organisation’s 
mission for social good. MEDIAMAKERS with new projects that are 
deeply relevant to their community.

WHAT IS PLEDGED?
ACCESS to resources that support creation, distribution and outreach.
FINANCIAL RESOURCES often in the form of micro-grants or fundraising 
opportunities.
PARTNERSHIPS that strengthen campaigns, projects and movements.
TIME & EXPERTISE individuals commit - their skills, talent and experience.

We are inspired to work at the state, town and city level 

of engagement with a new resolve to bridge divides and 

make new alliances that are open to all possibilities. 

Bold, new collaborations based on shared values. Where 

national politics has divided, we believe that local 

stories can reunite.
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KARNATAKA
Karnataka has a strong presence of the civil society.
It has a combination of foundations, non-profits and
corporate head-quarters in Karnataka. In addition,
documentary films in Karnataka run for 2 weeks or
more compared to other cities.

Good Pitch Local

Objectives of the
Programme

1.

2.

3.

4.

TO CONNECT THE MOST INNOVATIVE and active local 
community organisers/activists, newspapers and radio 
stations, lawyers and policymakers - all interested in 
collaborating on local stories of change that can inform, 
inspire, rally and engage local audiences to foundations 
and philanthropists and distribution partners.

TO PROVIDE CREATIVE MENTORSHIP for the pitching 
teams as well as help develop strategy for their impact 
and engagement campaigns.

TO HELP BUILD THE CAPACITY of the broader Indian 
documentary community, sharing new models in creating 
impact with mediamaking as well as connecting 
campaigners, organisations and mediamakers with new 
partners and potential funders in India and beyond.

TO ENGAGE LEADING ORGANISATIONS & INDIVIDUALS 
in Indian civil society with the potential benefits and 
opportunities of partnership with campaigns and 
projects.
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DETROIT, MICHIGAN 
JULY 17, 2018

DALLAS, TEXAS
FEBRUARY 27, 2018

NORTH CAROLINA
OCTOBER 17, 2017

MIAMI, FLORIDA
JUNE 21, 2017

PHILEDELPHIA
DECEMBER 4, 2018

PAST
EVENTS

To counter the ‘alternative facts’ syndrome
To create clear and simple narrative with multi sector participation
To create synergies between professions (media, strategic thinking, technological support, 
measurement of impact etc) and across sectors of social and environment concerns)

What the Good Pitch Local format offers

Create impact – In a seriously challenged civil society environment mediamaking can play a crucial role to 

deepen impact among actors on the ground, while facilitating mass mobilisation.

Forge collaborations – In a deeply silo-ed civil society sector this format provides the platform to create 

meaningful cross-organisational and cross-sectoral collaborations with a common purpose.

Compelling Storytelling – The format has the process in place to mould compelling stories of change.

Build Capacity – To integrate media-making and change-making as part of planning for and creating impact.

Broad Coverage of Issues – This format has the ability to cover a whole diversity of issues, powerfully–from 

education to the environment, involving both urban and rural issues.

Diversity in participation – Creates the opportunity for a diverse set of activists, professionals, organisations to 

pitch their ideas, their passions, for greater impact.

Build multi-disciplinary teams – The format has the potential to create multi-disciplinary team for action–which, 

in today’s world, has almost become a necessity - to remain resilient, relevant and purposeful.

Connects to a media savvy world – Has the potential to be received by a growing media savvy and media hungry 

world, which is essential, especially with issues that require mass mobilisation.

Some of the specific elements that have emerged that elements Good Pitch Local Karnataka format has to o�er:

Overall Good Pitch Local Karnataka has revealed, both through its process and the outcome, that it facilitates 
the transcending of boundaries, reaching out to an expanded array of tools to plan impact; enable the widening 
of networks for resource and action, and; support the strengthening of capacity of entities that are building 
a vision and story of change within some of the key issues of Karnataka.

The spread of the Good Pitch Local format in ‘crafting change’ has the potential to build and contribute 
towards broad-based change.

The Urgency
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Support & Partnership

The Ford Foundation
• Funding
• Monitor progress
• Systematic reporting 
   processes

Indian Documentary
Foundation
• Mentor
• Co-implement
• MobilizeOurgroundworks

• Locally strategize
• Implement
• Mobilize

The process began in August 2018 with the call for applications. 
The net was cast wide, reaching out to and encouraging individuals 
and organisations to apply.

Good Pitch Local Karnataka is hosted by Ourgroundworks, in partnership 
with Indian Documentary Foundation and supported by Ford Foundation.

Indian Documentary Foundation and Ourgroundworks worked together to to 
develop this first Good Pitch Local programme in India, modifying the project 
to suit the unique needs of the media-making and change-making community. 
The collaboration truly began at the campaign/project selection stage, moving 
to the introductory workshop with the finalists and their mentoring and later 
the outreach, and of course finally, with the rolling out of the Event.

Monitoring of programme progress was done at two levels:
Good Pitch Global and India Documentary Foundation
Indian Documentary Foundation and Ourgroundworks 

Mobilisation (Research and Communications) and Implementation 
(Mentoring and Outreach) were undertaken and coordinated across 
the Indian Documentary Foundation and Ourgroundworks Teams.
All public communications (Call for applications, Facebook, Press 
Release) were put out in both Kannada and English.

Key Elements of Support & Partnership

HOW IT ALL CAME TOGETHERA.

The Ford 
Foundation

Indian 
Documentary
Foundation

Ourgroundworks

GPLK

In the outreach phase, the pitch narratives that emerged provided the 
basis for presenting these pitches in a more lucid form to our potential 
audience. Thus, the pause between the kick of the mentoring phase 
and the commencement of the outreach work was essential. 

Programme Engagement

Good Pitch Local
KARNATAKA

Timeline of Good Pitch Local Karnataka

Call for application 
& shorlisting Building the

audience 
begins

A defined overall 
strategy with media 
messaging integrated

Creation of 
media for their 
pitch 

Impact lab 2: 
Pitching 
Workshop

DECEMBER
2018AUG-OCT 2018

Impact Lab1: 
Story of change with 
media JANUARY

2019

FEBRUARY
2019

MARCH
2019

MARCH 12
2019

Discussions were sharp and focused, which gave a clearer understanding 
of the goals of the selected teams and understand how to present their 
case to the invitees in an a�ective manner. A clear narrative also gave 
the potential pledger food for thought while considering their potential 
contribution.

These kinds of interactions were necessary for the participation in the 
event.

The timeline for the process developed was based
on the clarity that emerged for each of the pitches.
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Project
Director

Mentor
Co-implement

Mobilise
Outreach
Director

Project
Manager

Local
Director

Locally strategize
Implement

Mobilise
Project

Manager
Outreach
Director

The Mumbai team coordinated with the Bengaluru Team, which consisted 
of a Local Director, a instead of an Local Outreach Director and a Local 
Project Manager. The Mumbai Team supported the process with a Project 
Director, an Outreach Director and a Project Manager.

THE EVENT

A Production Associate was brought on board in the last month of the 
programme, with a primary focus on initiating and coordinating the 
production aspect of Impact Lab 2 and the Event. He had a team of 8 
people to assist–2 people assisting with Impact Lab 2, and all 8 for two 
days, including the Event.

Call for Applications & Shortlisting: Ensure a broad spectrum of 
applications on issues related to Karnataka were sourced and 
encouraged to apply in order to draw a shortlist of campaigns and 
projects.

Mentor & Coach: Support the shortlisted applicants to build powerful 
pitches that integrate media.

Outreach & Invite: Put together an actively engaged audience that 
comes prepared to pledge support to the pitches.

Prepare for the Event: Ensure a meaningful event that provides support 
and collaboration to the pitches; works as a platform for broader 
networking; o�ers a wide spectrum of ideas and case studies to 
stimulate both the pitching teams and the audience at large.

The Event: The interaction primarily creates a strong basis for each 
pitch to launch or add momentum to their campaign or project. A 
broader network is established connecting diverse people and entities.

The net was cast wide, reaching out to and encouraging individuals 
and organisations to apply. A few get-togethers, and a whole lot of 
phone calls, emails, text and Whatsapp messaging were used to reach 
out to prospective applicants and explain the objective and the format 
of the programme. Activists, film-makers, journalists, civil society 
organisations, media entities, among others were contacted. A rough 
approximate would put the people reached out to about 250. 
However, word of mouth also played a role in attracting applications. 

Production
Associate

Production
Team

Mumbai Team THE SET-UP Bengaluru Team

In the initial phase the Indian Documentary Foundation and Ourgroundworks Team coordi-
nated on the roll out–conducting Impact Lab 1; initiating the mentoring of pitches; rolling 
out the outreach work; selection of venues (for the Impact Labs and the Event).

The Set-up

A month before the event a Production Associate was brought on board to coordinate and 
roll out the production aspects of Impact Lab 2 and the Event. The Production Team con-
sisted of 8 paid volunteers, assisting the Production Associate.

The Objectives of the Stages of the Programme:

Application & Shortlist

112 applications were received at the end of the deadline, with a wide 
variety of projects covering social, environmental, socio-cultural 
topics, covering the areas of education, public health, mental  health, 
urban environment, justice, discrimination, to name a few.
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Mentor & Coach
The mentoring began with Impact Lab 1 which provided an overview of GPL format, providing the inspiration to kick o� the building of the pitch and 
how the impact of their campaigns could be heightened through the integration of media-making. In addition, the objective of mentoring the pitches 
was to create clarity in the objective and approach of the campaign and then to build the pitch on that basis i.e. the  media and the spoken content, 
while building clarity on how the champion to be identified could add value to the pitch. Impact Lab 2, held just before the Event, concludes the 
mentoring phase and helps the pitching teams to prepare, receive final feedback on their overall pitch's media and spoken content. 

Outreach & Invite
Once the pitchers had gained overall clarity in their basic narrative – approximately two months after Impact Lab 1 and a 2-3 rounds of discussions 
with and mentoring of each team, it was time to get the outreach work going. The pitch narratives that emerged provided the basis, in the outreach 
phase, for presenting these pitches in a more lucid form to our potential audience. Thus, the lag between the kick o� the mentoring phase and the 
commencement of the outreach work was essential. Reaching out to prospective participants, discussions were sharp and focused, which enabled them 
to explore and relate to the pitches with clarity and purpose. A clear narrative also gave the potential pledger food for thought while considering their 
potential contribution. These discussions proved fruitful, when it came to the day of the Event.

Prepare for the Event
The venues for the Impact Labs and the Event were identified well in advance, although there was a last-minute change in the event venue due to 
technical reasons of bad acoustics, the switch went smoothly, and without a hitch. The Production Associate was brought on board in the final month 
to oversee the production elements of Impact Lab 2 and the Event. Two moderators were identified, who attended Impact Lab 2 and got acquainted 
with the pitches and the teams and their own moderator scripts.

World over, Good Pitch selects campaigns and projects that have a social cause as 
the core, the creativity of their storytelling, and how actionable these stories can be, 
employing any kind of media-making, to garner the right kinds of partnerships and 
impact for social change on the ground.

Given the array of exciting projects or campaigns submitted, the 
short- listing process was a tough exercise. At the end of a rigorous 
selection process the judges whittled the total down to 16 films, 
campaigns and projects. With one drop out (due to personal reasons), 
a set of 15 campaigns and projects were all set to kick o� the next 
phase of the programme.

All Public Communication must be in both Languages–Kannada and English
The Outreach Phase needs to begin two months after the kicko� of the mentoring process so that clearer narratives of the pitches can be shared 
with the prospective audiences / pledgers
Bridge–building across the two teams, the hosts and Good Pitch India  is essential for good team work, requiring clear and open communication, 
close coordination and all stages of the programme need to be rolled out collectively and collaboratively for a rich and meaningful outcome. 

LEARNING FROM THE PROGRAMME ENGAGEMENT PROCESS…
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Archana’s work as a sanitary and hygiene activist tells her a functional 
toilet is the only thing that stands in the way of lakhs of adolescent 
girls across Karnataka from completing their school education. Toilet 
facilities are hugely lacking or inadequate for girls once they reach 
puberty.

According to the government database there are 92,000 government 
school in Karnataka with 23 lakh girls students.

PROGRAMME IN ACTIONB. Clean Toilets In Schools1.
The Pitches
The process of building the pitch and the outcome of delivering 
it have both been very significant elements of the entire Good Pitch 
Local Karnataka programme. The pitching teams have gained clarity of 
thought, and confidence in projecting their campaign or project. This 
helps them stand in good stead in good stead as they move forward in 
laying out the plan, connecting with the pledges and forging 
collaboration, and garnering and attracting the support they require.

This evaluation sees it important to give a glimpse of both the process 
of building the pitch and the actual form it took, along with the role of 
the media piece and the value the champion added.

The pitches fall under three distinct categories:

As a Bengaluru-based campaigner, Archana is on a mission to 
persuade the government and other key stakeholders to provide 
well maintained toilet facilities so adolescent girls enjoy the ‘full 
freedom’ to remain in schools.

Activist - Archana K.R.

Girl’s Education

Activist-led
Organisation-led
Mediamaker-led

Archana’s Objective:

“I am here because I want to bring girls 

back to school, government schools 

across Karnataka, by providing clean 

and functional toilets. …I am a product 

of one such school. Having faced these 

problems, unfortunately, I find little has 

changed since my time as a school girl.”

Individuals, driven by their passion and drive have embarked 
on a journey to address a particular issue, to create change in 
people’s lives and society at large. They seek much needed 
broader collaboration and support.

I.  ACTIVIST-LED PITCHES
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The Approach
Archana was looking to create the initial phase of her campaign/project, with a media 
strategy that would engage government and funding sources (especially CSR). She wanted 
to bring about policy and behavioural change towards the operation and maintenance of 
toilets in educational institutions through qualitative and quantitative information.

While doing her initial pilot, Archana realised a basic sanitation facility and a sanitation 
sensitisation programme for students and sta� was required to bring about the turnaround. 
Coordinating her media and spoken content based on her experience of a pilot experiment  
and how she saw the required scope of the work work ahead, were needed to push ahead 
with the project.

Building the pitch
The overall narrative was developed focusing on maintenance and behavioural change 
based on presenting a ‘before and after’ scenario, which was initially developed listening 
to the voices of the school community i.e. girl students, teachers, principal and parents.
The process of building the pitch involved both providing media-making support i.e. 
support to make the media content with a filmmaker on board, and bringing greater clarity 
to the future scope of work involved.

Reaching Out
While building the list of people to reach out to, we explored who would be ideal to have in 
the room in terms of people who had worked with Archana; those who work in or 
supported this area of work, and; those who would be the best champion for this pitch. The 
awareness/perception/opinion built through the outreach phase, among potential pledgers, 
was based on the nature of the issue and the profile of the campaigner, who had first-hand 
experience of the issue as a school girl. The outreach process was also used to reach out in 
order to expand the scope of the strategy by linking the technology required and the 
nature of behavioural change within the community who used the toilets.

The Groundwork

Archana’s Ask…
For the pilot of 10 government schools in zones like, Hubli, 
Tumkur, Hikkaballapur, Bangaluru South and North in both 
urban and rural area

I need support from the government, civil society and 
corporates to address the issue of insu�cient funds 
allocated to schools for maintenance, which is currently 
1000 rupees per month. My experience tells me the 
amount needs to be hiked to 15,000 per month to per 
school. This includes all sanitation costs.

Current govt department DISE data is not credible, and I 
would like 3rd party participation to investigate and 
compile authentic data.

To implement my pilot in the 10 schools, I need to 
collaborate with NGOs supported by CSR Funds in order 
to convincingly advocate to the government.
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Archana’s pitch projected a greater focus on the current cost 
and the opportunity given the skewed ‘social cost’ of 
dysfunctional, badly maintained toilets in schools. She built a 
‘visual understanding’ of the before-and-after scenario of her 
work so far through her media clip – both in terms of the 
improved condition of toilets and the switch in the school 
communities perception and behaviour. This was complimented 
by the champions that spoke on her behalf. She pitched her goal 
of a 10-school pilot, for which she sought support and 
collaboration.

Media’s Role
The media was used to project the realm of possibility and its 
impact by capturing and projecting a ‘before and after’ scenario. 
This was also an exploration as to how the media element could 
become the basis for building awareness and pressure, targeting 
the government (to increase budget allocation towards 
maintenance of toilets); to increase the momentum among the 
school community members, and to increase and prioritise toilet 
maintenance within CSR allocations.

Role of the Champion
Schools girls from one of the schools Archana initiated her 
project in, the very place where the media piece was filmed, 
were there to reinforce the message, first-hand.
 

The Pledges
The table below provides a rough projection/overview, in the light of 
the way the campaigns/projects were pitched and the pledges they 
have received, and as to what would be potentially required to take 
the campaign/project forward towards creating wider impact.

This projection is made with the following indications:

Pitching!

Charting the Way Forward
Although the ‘asks’ played a significant role in putting together the list 
of people we wanted in the room, the objective of developing a broader 
strategy was also actively explored by the Good Pitch Local Karnataka 
team Team towards looking at additional partnerships that could more 
holistically address the campaign goal – sustainably maintained toilets. 
The expansion of the strategy was made possible while exploring the list 
of potential pledgers, with more detailed conversations with them after 
the Event.
Archana is now in the process of forging a partnership looking to expa- 
nding her campaign to integrate technological change and behavioural 
change so that the functioning and use of toilets can work in tandem.

Collaboration to establish the pilot phase was pledged but the 
work on institutional responsiveness and getting action from 
citizens will need additional e�ort and will also be assisted by 
the pilot.

– This element is part of the campaign’s activities and objective

– Support is pledged and this element is part of the campaign’s 
activities and objectives

Organisational 
collaboration

Active 
Citizenry

Projections

Institutional 
responsiveness

Clean Toilets
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In a city of 12 million, the citizens of Bengaluru have 2sq meters of green 
space per person, when the WHO prescribed standard is 9sq meters.  
Shifting the approach to overall urban development, architecture, urban 
planning and policy change are essential elements of this campaign’s 
impact.

The reimagining of public space within the wider frame of city planning 
(the 2031 Plan for Bangaluru) – and using the former Mysore Lamp Works 
site to create a precedence for  the development of a multi-use community 
space lies at the core of this campaign. To create an urban commons - with 
government, corporate, civil society support and engagement as a public- 
private collaboration. Thereby, adapting spaces to reclaim their ‘true’ 
value, where industrial sites could be viewed as opportunities for the 
government to provide public space to citizens. Such public spaces can 
also combine new kinds of commercial activity, that is non-industrial, to 
enhance the lives of the citizens of Bengaluru while providing the 
Government of Karnataka revenue from this land.

Transform-uru2.

To create a citizen’s initiative aimed at re-imagining public 
spaces to make them green, sustainable and inclusive, while 
providing a new paradigm for use of derelict urban lands in India. 
As a first project, Kaustubh proposes metamorphosing the old 
factory site of Mysore Lamp Works into an urban commons 
accessible to all.

Activist - Kaustubh Rau

Sustainable City

Kaustubh’s Objective:

The Approach
The initial focus is on community mobilisation – the more immediate 
community, the neighbourhood that has a direct stake in the future use of 
this land. Through media presence, it is envisaged, creating a platform will 
bring wider visibility and buy-in on the issue of this plot and also the overall 
issue of the conversion of derelict urban land into the ‘urban commons’.

“Today I stand before you to ask that you 
participate in reviving this city - organism 
back to its healthy state – one green 
space, one park, one lake at a time.”
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Kaustubh initiated his thinking on the Mysore Lamp site 8 years ago, with 
filing an RTI on the status and the plan of the Mysore Lamps site and 
arranging community discussions. The complexity of the issue – as it required 
defining the nature of the problem and the possible way forward – created the 
basis for outlining the scope and approach of the campaign and the pitch.

Building the pitch
The narrative that emerged covered both the macro-level framing of the issue 
i.e. the state of the urban environment, and at the same time, exploring what 
‘direct action’ would entail for the Mysore Lamp site going forward.
 
The pitch was built to appeal to the citizens of Bengaluru residents within a 
longer-term perspective of salvaging public land for the ‘urban commons’. 
The existing research available on the growth of the city and the legal process 
this piece of land had been through, framed the possible future development 
of the site in the wider context of addressing the capacity of the ‘lungs of the 
city’. The campaign emerged with a longer-term timeline to build wider 
ownership of the issue - ‘health of the city and its citizens’.

Reaching Out
The initial outreach scanned the government machinery to understand the 
‘appetite’ for the issue among the ministries, departments and key 
bureaucrats. This did not create the required response. This initial step led 
Kaustubh to explore the kind of interest among the local residents and 
institutions (Indian Institute of Science) in and around Malleswaram, where 
the Mysore Lamps land is located. The focus emerged on assembling support 
for a community mobilisation initiative, which would reach out through media 
and communications, research, design to active and prominent citizens and 
ensure the potential players were in the room for the Pitch.

Transform-uru’s Ask…
I ask designers, urban planners, architects, lawyers and 
gardeners to join me in crafting a plan for the transformation 
of this factory. 

I need media-makers for driving an awareness campaign that 
citizens can come out and support;

I need support from change-makers who can open the doors 
of government giving us access to stakeholders in di�erent 
departments. 

The Groundwork
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Kaustubh’s proposal was based on a historic court judgement made 
in June 2017. That of the NGEF case, another state government company 
that went bankrupt.

The court had ruled, “..the State undertake...a�orestation work...
which will maintain the ecological balance and provide additional lung 
capacity to the otherwise dying Garden City of Bengaluru”.

He proposed Transform-uru follow this ruling and apply it to Mysore 
Lamps i.e. to convert Mysore Lamps into a green, sustainable space, 
maintaining the factory buildings for multipurpose public use. The pitch 
appealed:

We cannot a�ord to lose one more square inch of green cover. 
This as a chance for giving back to the city. A city that has given us so 
much. If people's power could convert a power station (a power station!) 
into England's best museum – the Tate Modern, why then can't we 
convert one plot of land in Malleshwarm into an urban forest, into a 
world-class performance space, into an arts and crafts centre showing 
the best of Karnataka's traditions?

Media’s Role
The role of media was to both put out the information of the wider 
implications of shrinking urban commons and to engage the 
community/audience in building public pressure on the Mysore Lamps 
land. Kaustubh kicked of the pitch with his media piece that projected 
the broader picture of the ‘health of the city’. It also provided a glimpse 
of other similar developments in India and abroad that had changed the 
landscape of the city. The media element was used to project the
opportunity and need for such an intervention – reaching out to 
government, corporates, civil society organisations, community - 
based organisations and citizens.

The Pledges
The table below provides a rough projection/overview, in the light of 
the way the campaigns/projects were pitched and the pledges they 
have received, and as to what would be potentially required to take 
the campaign/project forward towards creating wider impact.

This projection is made with the following indications:

Charting the Way Forward
Post-pitch, Kaustubh is reaching out to the pledgers in the room that day. 
He is further exploring with some of them the first steps towards building 
the community mobilization element of the campaign.

The pledges will strengthen collaboration, however, to get the 
govt to respond, the collaboration needs to focus on 
mobilisation and support from other critical actors and high 
profile citizens / residents.

– This element is part of the campaign’s activities and objective

– Support is pledged and this element is part of the campaign’s 
activities and objectives

Organisational 
collaboration

Active 
Citizenry

Projections

Institutional 
responsiveness

Pitching!

Transform-uru

Role of the Champion
The reiteration by science i.e. the research done by Professor T.V. 
Ramachandra, at the Indian Institute of Science (IISC), of the current state 
and future projection of city’s development, provided the sense of 
purpose and urgency to counter the current trajectory.
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Veganism is a way of living which seeks to exclude all forms of 
exploitation and cruelty to animals for food, clothing and any other 
purpose. It is a fast growing movement in Bangaluru.

Vegan Karnataka!3.

The campaign is looking to increase awareness about the 
vegan way of life - influence an increasing demand for a life-
style change that would also address climate change and health, 
while creating supply and demand for vegan produce and prod-
ucts. This shift, it is envisaged, would also impact agricultural 
policy formulation in the long-term.

Activist - Manisha Singh

An Alternative Lifestyle

Manisha’s Objective:

“For a viable alternative to our current 

reality, we require both a mindset shift 

addressing years of conditioning, and 

easy availability of options that will 

create the desired shift towards the 

alternative.”

The Approach
Manisha envisages a multifaceted campaign to promote 
veganism as a solution, to a broad and diverse base of people, 
while making it tangible – making visible vegan alternatives of 
produce and products – as an alternative and as a response to 
many social, economic and environmental issues plaguing 
Karnataka.
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Impact Lab 1 provided the basis for initiating the discussion to create 
greater clarity and brevity in presenting the necessity and the possibility 
of this alternative lifestyle. The overall narrative, it emerged, had two 
parts - one, providing the big picture i.e. the need for a switch to 
veganism – for animal compassion, climate change, health reasons, and 
two, complementing that with the alternative reality that could be made 
possible.

Building the pitch
Building of the pitch began with the question - why now? - the timely 
relevance of the issue, and, what the alternative could look like. Next 
came, how to operationalise it – based on the ‘Vegan movement’ being the 
next ‘organic movement’ both in terms of creating the demand and the 
new ‘mindset of possibility’ through schools and university  campuses. To 
enable an actual switch commercial outlets providing alternative produce 
and products was researched and consolidated. As the pitch was being put 
together there was more clarity on how connecting people and produce 
would create the conditions to kick o� a broader scale move to the ‘new 
essential alternative’.

Reaching Out
The outreached focused both on reconvening vegan supporters and 
activists, while also constructing a bid to expand the circle, especially 
finding possibilities among school networks and university campuses. This 
was also seen as an opportunity to signal to the vegan entrepreneurs that 
the creation of a larger opportunity and collabora- tion was possible. 
Given the nature of the campaign, there emerged a strong need to develop 
a media strategy both to reach out and expand the supporter base and 
publicise the products that could bolster this new lifestyle.

Manisha’s Ask…
A connection to schools and colleges.

A media strategist for social media engagement and govt 
advocacy for incentivizing plant based industries. 

Making available alternatives to meat and dairy - locally 
sourced, organic, non-GMO, plant based industries - to drive 
the shift towards vegan alternatives. By businesses and 
entrepreneurship that focus on plant based alternatives 
such as jackfruit for vegan meat, alternatives to milk and 
dairy products.

Seeking ways in which govt policies can promote plant 
based industries.

The Groundwork
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Although the pitch was about veganism and was followed by a vegan 
lunch, the kick o� rolled out an array of issues for which veganism was 
the answer (climate change, species extinction, ocean dead zones,   
water  pollution, habitat destruction, Heart Disease, Cancer, Type 2  
Diabetes, Malnutrition, Food Scarcity, Starvation, Social Justice, 
Compassion, Non Violence et al…), which seemed to create a greater 
bridge between Manisha and the audience.

This opening gave her room to, as a vegan activist, to lay out what the 
vegan way of living o�ers or seeks - to exclude, as far as is possible 
and practicable, all forms of exploitation and cruelty towards animals 
for food, clothing or any other purpose. It seemed to align the current 
reality and its multiple challenges with the vegan option – giving the 
message: you owe it to yourself!

The engagement with the three target groups: 1) School students 2)  
Young Adults 3) Vegan entrepreneurship seemed to kick o� interest, 
especially on school plans around providing Vegan Meals in schools 
coupled with a student activity of calculating the compassion, 
sustainability and nutrients indices for each meal plan. College fests 
with vegan stalls and Vegan Masterchef competitions, would require 
more advocacy going forward. However, the response from the 
enterprises was noteworthy, while looking towards Manisha’s larger 
goal of covering 26% of Karnataka’s population through 8 major 
commercial hubs.

Media’s Role
The media clip was put together to provide an overview of what 
veganism is and what are the options it could provide while putting 
alternative together. It was also to play a role while reaching out to 
each of the target groups in framing the issue, the possibilities, their 
role and projecting a way for them to get involved.

The Pledges
The table below provides a rough projection/overview, in the light of 
the way the campaigns/projects were pitched and the pledges they 
have received, and as to what would be potentially required to take 
the campaign/project forward towards creating wider impact.

This projection is made with the following indications:

Charting the Way Forward
Manisha is reaching out to the various pledgers and hopes to start working 
with that as the basis to put down an initial timeline for her outreach work 
with schools and campuses, while exploring further the kind of 
entrepreneur engagement that could be forged.

Collaboration towards the campaign’s plan to mobilise/ activate 
the citizenry in place but will require additionalsupport and 
collaboration. Govt advocacy will need more work and will work 
alongside the mobilization.

– This element is part of the campaign’s activities and objective

– Support is pledged and this element is part of the campaign’s 
activities and objectives

Organisational 
collaboration

Active 
Citizenry

Projections

Institutional 
responsiveness

Pitching!

Vegan 
Karnataka

Role of the Champion
The champion has the profile of a vegan activist as well as an active 
political leader, which created a dual impact of credibility of purpose and 
the potential for policy advocacy in the future.
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Organisations represent mandates and/or 
prioritise certain burning or emerging 
issues, which relate to their own profile. 
Some of these organisations have experi-
ence of combining their project/campaign 
strategy with media-making. Others don’t. 
They all often seek deeper engagement with 
media as an integral part of their change 
-making strategy.

To eradicate the practice in each of the 198 civic governance 
wards in Bengaluru, while making every Bengalurean aware of 
the illegality and the depth of insensitivity involved.

II.  CIVIL SOCIETY 
ORGANISATION-LED PITCHES

The Objective:

“The change on the ground is possible only when there is a viable 
alternative to the practice that can be practically implemented.”

End Manual Scavenging4.
Organization - The News Minute

Manual Scavenging

Manual Scavenging remains one of the most dehumanizing practice 
plaguing Indian society. 

A stubborn remnant of archaic caste-ist thinking, manual scavenging 
as an occupation continues despite being banned by the Government 
of India. Karnataka fares as the worst performing state when it comes 
to this trend. Two journalists provide a way forward.
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The Approach
To create collective responsibility at the city level by publicising information about a viable 
solution to eliminate the practise, through a media campaign, combined with an mobilisation 
drive among the residents of Bengaluru. The campaign looks towards furthering the Safai 
Karamchari Andolan’s (SKA) objective – an organisation at the forefront of representing the 
needs of manual scavenging workers - to provide them with dignity and alternative livelihoods.

Initial discussions defined the overall narrative of the pitch to focus on presenting a viable 
solution (technologically and organisationally) and build mass public opinion that would together 
drive this campaign to end this practice and the system that supports it – everywhere, beginning 
with Bengaluru.

Building the pitch
Building the pitch began with seeing the objective of the campaign closely linked to the goal and 
work of the Safai Karamchari Andolan (SKA). Being journalists, the pitching pair wanted to see 
how they could build momentum towards ending manual scavenging by garnering as much 
community support as possible through ward and neighbourhood level mobilisation and 
commitment. They also had established ties with resident welfare associations (RWAs) to get a 
sense of the kind of on-the-ground support there would be for such a campaign. The team was 
able to establish links with Bezwada Wilson, Head of SKA (a Magsaysay Award Winner) while 
developing the Pitch.

Reaching Out
Identifying potential pledgers went beyond the scope that was identified by the pitching pair. 
The list drawn up for outreach work scanned the possibility of broad community and ward level 
mobilisation, and; identifying fundraising platforms that could support the campaign. Bezwada 
Wilson was there to extend his full support to the pitching team. The entity that had designed and 
tested the machine was in the room to pledge their contribution and collaboration to the solution.

NewsMinute’s Ask…
We want to initiate our a pilot in collaboration with 
Safai Karamchari Andolan in 5 wards in the city, 
combining Technology, Entrepreneurship and Activism 

Each ward requires a mechanised setup costing 
Rs 40 lakh.

We need citizen pressure groups/influencers to 
accelerate policy changes within government/ 
bureaucracy to make sure that the mechanised system 
and the organisation around it can be implemented 

with urgency.

The Groundwork
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The pitch kicked o� projecting how ‘live’ the issue was and the 
urgency that was required to address it. As journalists through the 
‘reporting’ of a recent story of the death of a manual scavenging 
worker, they revealed a recurring pattern. They presented the 
solution as an opportunity to “shed our indi�erence” to be part of 
the much required solution - a mix of Technology, Activism and 
Entrepreneurship - employing tested Technology to ensure that no 
human is ever required to go down a manhole or a sewer again 
(based on the Delhi and Hyderabad model, where local 
governments have already acted on the problem partially); 
Activism that mobilises the residents of Bengaluru ward-by-ward 
against this practice, and; facilitate Entrepreneurship among the 
safai karamchari workers, by setting up enterprise groups for self- 
employed vocations, including contracted enterprises to run the 
mechanised version. The pitch projected a transition to a dignified, 
sustainable life.

Media’s Role
The media piece struck a balance between showing the 
dehumanizing aspects of the occupation and the solution to it. 
This provided an inroad into focusing on the solution and creating 
a response among the audience/pledgers. The pitching team 
hopes to use this piece for crowd-funding, awareness raising and 
mobilization.

Role of the Champion
The champion identified, represented the community of workers 
who were employed as manual scavenging workers, projecting the 
reality of the occupation as well as championing the solution.

The Pledges
The table below provides a rough projection/overview, in the light of 
the way the campaigns/projects were pitched and the pledges they 
have received, and as to what would be potentially required to take 
the campaign/project forward towards creating wider impact.

This projection is made with the following indications:

Charting the Way Forward
With very significant support at the Event, including the keen interest 
shown by a major foundation in supporting the campaign, Prajwal and 
Sowmya are in the process of initiating the next steps - collaboration 
with the tech-entity, based in Bengaluru; creating a ‘collective’ 
programme framework, enabling the other organisations, that pledged 
their support and expertise to be an integral part of the project, 
involving government and ward level advocacy, resident level 
mobilisation through associations, crowdfunding, etc. 

The short film that will be made is being envisaged as the basis on 
which crowdfunding is launched and sustained.

There is broad-based collaboration pledged towards the 
solution and public mobilisation, and; response from policy 
makers is encouraging,

– This element is part of the campaign’s activities and objective

– Support is pledged and this element is part of the campaign’s 
activities and objectives

Organisational 
collaboration

Active 
Citizenry

Projections

Institutional 
responsiveness

Pitching!

End Manual 
Scavenging
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The 'I Never Ask For It' mission is a five-year e�ort to end victim 
blame by building testimonies of clothing. Clothing project 
participants have brought in - the garment they wore when they 
experienced sexual violence. The idea is to display the clothing in 
curated spaces as witnesses of sexual assault of the women they 
belonged to, questioning the dynamics of sexual violence. 

Jasmeen Patheeja of Blank Noise envisions the project to be a safe 
space for survivors of sexual assault to share their experience 
without the fear of being judged and shamed while further 
magnifying the visibility of the issue.

I Never Ask For It5.

To end the cycle of violence against women and girls, 
ending the systemic use of victim blame.

Organisation - Blank Noise I www.blanknoise.org

Women’s Issues

Blank Noise’s Objective:

“The fear of being judged, blamed, 

shamed and disbelieved silences 

survivors of sexual assault. Silence 

perpetuates sexual violence. … To end 

the cycle violence against women and 

girls, we need to end victim blame.”

The Approach
To shift public consciousness through 
a range of participatory interventions 
to confront fear, build empathy and end 
victim blame, with a focus on college 
campuses and with a longer term goal 
to spread to other states in India.
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With the starting point being the collection of 300 garments that Blank Noise has collected 
from survivors of sexual violence and the existing reach to 10,000 stories, Jasmeen wanted to 
find a way that would step up the engagement with a wider community.

Building the pitch
University campuses were chosen as a place that would lend itself to a curated space. 
Campus students would populate this interactive curated space. This would, it is envisaged, 
create a ‘dynamic’ recognition of the issue, while projecting it as a shared experience.

“The opposite of being blamed is being heard and believed. Building I Never Ask For It is a 
process of building empathy amongst men, women, and all persons who witness this truth.”

The narrative, as it evolved, was that an ‘experience’ and an engagement was required to 
create the possibility to end the fear of being judged, blamed, shamed, disbelieved. And that 
a constant visibility of such an issue through that shared engagement would enable survivors 
to break their silence as survivors of sexual assault and find their voice in the public domain.
The idea was to initially explore the possibility with 2-3 colleges in Bengaluru, involving  
college leadership; the student community in colleges; student groups across college.
As the discussion on the Pitch advanced, a more broader vision evolved that had a larger 
presence with a longer timeline.

Reaching Out
Creating a broader network of ownership of this campaign was important due to the very 
scale of it. It also lent itself to a burning issue that had a concrete proposal of what roles 
educational institutions, student groups and organisations, media-related outfits, fundraising 
support, and so on, could play. The narrative of this campaign created a strong basis to reach 
out to a diverse set of individual and entities and to spark their interest. Campuses as sites 
for students to lay bare ‘I Never Ask For It’ - as mission allies, to build their own installation 
of garments, sparked interest among NGOs, media outfits and larger funders.

Jasmeen’s Ask…
The project will pilot in 100 campuses 
across the state, with students as allies, 
building multiple installations of garments.

In phase 2, the project will move to 5 
states towards the 2023 goal.

Budget: Rs.50,000 per campus.

Media plays a crucial role in keeping the 
mission alive in public memory and 
consciousness. The mission will work with 
multiple forms of media , ranging audio, 
video, garment installations to end victim 
blame. We have over 100 hours of audio 
footage to begin with. We need support to 
build a media strategy too. 

These 10,000 garment testimonials need a 
home. Karnataka will create India's first 
living museum dedicated to ending 
violence against women, girls, and all 
persons.

We need to strengthen capacity from 
being a 2 person member team to 7. A 
budget of 70 lakhs has been calculated for 
the first year. which includes hiring editors, 
archivists, paid internships and a 5 person 
full time sta�.

The Groundwork
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Jasmeen projected a longer term large vision:

In 2023, 10,000 garments will stand united in front of India Gate, in the 
national capital – as a memory, witness and voice to the experience of 
sexual assault and a response that each garment testimony is present to 
say ‘I Never Ask For It’.

She balanced this longer term vision with her more immediate proposal 
and asks. This built a more tangible path to that larger vision. It created 
the possibility for people in the audience to find the role they (their 
organisation) could play in this campaign.

The idea of victim blame did tend to resonate with the audience. The 
participatory interventions on university campuses to confront fear, 
build empathy and end victim blame seem to allow the audience to 
imagine how such a university campus presence could be built through a 
range of participatory interventions. And how that could create the 
possibility for survivors of sexual violence to bring the wider community 
to confront fear, build empathy and end victim blame.

Media’s Role
The media piece, played at the start of the pitch, provided the visual 
content (the garments) for the audience to imagine the campaign. The 
anecdotal reflections of women provided more texture to the pitch.

Role of the Champion
A member of Sheros - a women's community platform, o�ering support, 
resources, opportunities and interactions, and a dedicated helpline 
where community members can talk to counsellors – endorsed the 
campaign.

Pitching! The Pledges
The table below provides a rough projection/overview, in the light of 
the way the campaigns/projects were pitched and the pledges they 
have received, and as to what would be potentially required to take 
the campaign/project forward towards creating wider impact.

This projection is made with the following indications:

Charting the Way Forward
Jasmeen is the process of drawing up a timeline for Blank Noise, based 
on the pledges she received and the overall plan that needs to kick o�. 
This would also include key elements that would build the campaign 
and decide its scope and scale, like fundraising, the possible campuses 
that could be part of the initial pilot. The idea is to develop a timeline 
with a set of key milestones, which would allow her to monitor the roll 
out. As starting with Karnataka will be part co-creating and spreading 
the campus-based campaign to the other 5 states in phase 2, this  
could further expand more broader interest and engagement in the 
future.

More work required to build collaborations; a certain level of 
govt response came through, and; to create active citizenry is
ultimately the plan, which the strategy and plan will need to 
monitor and ensure.

– This element is part of the campaign’s activities and objective

– Support is pledged and this element is part of the campaign’s 
activities and objectives

Organisational 
collaboration

Active 
Citizenry

Projections

Institutional 
responsiveness

I Never 
Asked For It
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Reimagining Handloom for Karnataka6.

Vimor was started in 1974 by Mrs. Chimy Nanjappa and Pavithra 
Muddaya. Since its inception Vimor has focused its work on reviving 
and documenting traditional handloom saree motifs, techniques and 
their oral history. In the past 45 years, Vimor has had tremendous 
success in training weavers to produce traditional marketable sarees. 
Each  weaver was given hand-holding support through mentorship, 
designs, colour aesthetics, financial credit and the spirit to grow.

The project is a part of the Vimor Handloom Foundation’s effort 
to build livelihood security by reviving and innovating with 
weaving traditions of Karnataka.

Organisation - 

Vimor Handloom FoundationHeritage Skills

Vimor’s Objective:

The repository of oral stories collected from the older generation 
of weavers acts as an archive of knowledge influencing the future 
of traditional weaves and designs, while diversifying livelihoods in 
Karnataka.”

The Approach
Based on the vision of Vimor: 
Revival – geography or technique-based 
development based on forgotten treasures
Renewal – searching/researching designs and 
identifying production/weaving locations
Innovation – working with new materials 
(including waste or up-cycled silk/yarn), 
structure, etc. to salvage cultural heritage and 
establish secure livelihoods.
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Building on Vimor’s experience and reputation, the pitch evolved around 
how Vimor could step up it e�orts, build a more comprehensive vision with 
a wider presence among the various regions of Karnataka that have a fast 
vanishing handloom tradition and skill.

Building the pitch
Reimagining Handloom for Karnataka began with what Vimor had done in 
the last few decades could, with greater clarity and purpose seeks to reach 
out to villages to inspire youth to take up the old traditions of weaving. 
Their starting point was their repository of oral stories collected from the 
older generation of weavers, which provides an archive of knowledge 
influencing the future of traditional weaves and designs, while o�ering the 
potential to diversify livelihoods in more geographies of Karnataka.
The project further built its clarity on its existing knowledge and experience 
and seek to expand its capacity and reach through stepped up memory 
mapping of senior citizens, the expansion of the repository of oral textile 
design stories, which then they felt, could be used to skill youth and weavers 
in sustainable employment, and arrest distressed rural-urban migration.
 
Pavitra’s idea was to use her research and work on locally produced silk 
waste or up-cycled waste to recreate textiles rooted in Karnataka’s heritage 
and establish sustainable products and livelihoods.

Reaching Out
Pavitra’s established networks played a significant role in initiating the 
outreach work, especially in getting government presence and support, 
and; funding from larger corporates. Avenues were explored and identified 
to expanding the project’s collaboration, support and assistance on the 
media front, technical support and additional fundraising.

Vimor’s Ask…
For three pilots in Karnataka:

Media strategist, film and video maker and also a 
photographer

We would like to collaborate with organisations that work 
in silk weaving and handlooms. 

Document, research and archive oral histories that will be 
attached to our museum. 

Digital library to be able to disseminate information

Lot of volunteers who are passionate about our textiles.

The Groundwork
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As a designer and revivalist and a known name in Bangaluru, Pavitra 
framed her pitch by introducing the concept of ‘empowerment by 
design’ in the context of today where we are losing an entire culture 
of weaving and this priceless knowledge. Setting the context with 
the fact - 80% of the weaves have been lost - she introduced 
“Reimagining Handloom for Karnataka” as an e�ort to deepen and 
institutionalise impact with a vision to empower weavers, educate 
citizens on handloom inheritance, research, documentation and to 
innovate environmentally friendly sustainable products. Injecting a 
sense of urgency she stated –

“We stand to lose an entire culture of weaving as this is our last 
generation of weavers who can recall this priceless knowledge”

She rounded o� with the three main pillars of the project:

Respect for senior citizens as knowledge banks, respect for 
environment using waste silk, respect for dignified employment

Media’s Role
The media piece was an autobiography of a ‘Pooja’ saree based on 
the oral stories of senior citizens of Molkalmuru. It portrayed the 
revival of the Pooja saree and Vimor’s and Pavitra’s role in making it 
happen. This set the tone for presenting the pitch and its asks.

Role of the Champion
The champion, the Textile Commissioner, reinforced the Textile 
ministry’s support for Vimor’s work, which seemed to step-up the 
momentum in the audience.

Pitching! The Pledges
The table below provides a rough projection/overview, in the light of 
the way the campaigns/projects were pitched and the pledges they 
have received, and as to what would be potentially required to take 
the campaign/project forward towards creating wider impact.

This projection is made with the following indications:

Charting the Way Forward
Post-pitch, the Vimor team has begun to outline its plan in terms of 
defining its overall strategy over the medium and long-term. Based on 
the pledges they received they are laying out their plans on how their 
initial pilots could be designed and rolled out in all the three focus 
areas – Revival, Renewal and Innovation.

The focus of the project is on collaboration, which was forged, 
and institutional responsiveness came through with the kind of 
govt support extended. The project will need to strengthen
its media capacity going forward.

– This element is part of the campaign’s activities and objective

– Support is pledged and this element is part of the campaign’s 
activities and objectives

Organisational 
collaboration

Active 
Citizenry

Projections

Institutional 
responsiveness

Reimagining 
Handloom for 
Karnataka
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One Battle Won, Many to Conquer7.

In a historic judgment, the Supreme Court (SC) in September 2018 ruled, 
consensual adult gay sex is not a crime, saying sexual orientation is a natural 
phenomenon. "Consensual sex between adults in a private space, cannot be 
denied as it is a matter of individual choice. 

Section 377 results in discrimination and is violative of constitutional 
principles," said the SC. The judgment heralds a new dawn for personal liberty 
and is a major victory for the LGBTQIA+ community that has been fighting hard 
and persistently to legalise gay sex. "The law must be interpreted as per the 
requirement of changing times," said the SC in its judgement.

One Battle Won and Many to Conquer is a campaign built around a video on the 
IPC 377 Judgement - decriminalizing same-sex consensual sexual relations 
between adults in India, by Sangama, a veteran organization fighting for the rights 
of LGBTQIA+ in and around Karnataka. The project will facilitate the sexual 
minority communities across Karnataka to understand the implications of the 
judgement in their everyday lives.

Organisation - 

Sangama I www.sangama.org
LGBTQIA+ Rights

Sangama’s Objective:

“The film and the medium of film is used to, post 377, to bring the lived 

reality of the transgender community closer to the changed policy and 

legal circumstances.”

The Approach
What the judgement means to sexual minorities from di�erent 

backgrounds, and the new possibilities and challenges that face 
them - such new and significant shifts in society, Sangama believes, 
need to be documented and studied. Towards forging new impact, 
based on the judgement, the project seeks to create the possibility 
for Sangama to inclusively decide future campaigns based on the 

inputs gathered from community members across Karnataka.
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Beyond the verdict of de-criminalising same-sex 

consensual sexual relations between adults in India, lies 

the actual realisation of rights for these communities in 

their everyday lives. Projecting this need and as to how 

Sangama sees it being realised, forms the core of the 

narrative.

Building the pitch

Given Sangama has had a long and significant presence on 

the ground, the pitch was primarily focused on raising 

funds for making the film, based on the Supreme Court 

verdict.

Reaching Out

The primary focus of the outreach work was to find 

funding options for the film Sangama wanted to make.

The Groundwork

Sangama’s Ask…
As Sangama has long and deep roots 
in the communities across Karnataka, 
we are asking for funds to make the 
film to initiate our rights’based work.
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The pitch provided a glimpse of why this film was important – 
to enable the diverse LGBTQIA+ communities to identify the 
key areas in which they want to build campaigns to convert the 
‘ruling to reality’. The campaign is envisaged to accelerate 
impact by informing the grass-root level through 30 community 
based organisations based across Karnataka. 

Film as a medium will be used to project the history of the 
movement and the lived reality of the communities to spark 
discussion and plan action. Sangama plans to use its existing 
archive material and possibly new footage to make the film. 
With Sangama’s established links and their presence on the 
ground, they see the film screenings as an opportunity to 
identify locally owned approaches to plan the various aspects 
of the campaign.

Media’s Role
The media piece projected the hard fought battle to get the 
verdict in 2018, which set the stage for pitching the 
community-based approach to campaign design and planning.

Role of the Champion
A foundation that had supported Sangama in the past was the 
champion for this pitch. This foundation has also been a key 
player in the movement.

Pitching! The Pledges
The table below provides a rough projection/overview, in the light of 
the way the campaigns/projects were pitched and the pledges they 
have received, and as to what would be potentially required to take 
the campaign/project forward towards creating wider impact.

This projection is made with the following indications:

Charting the Way Forward
Sangama continues to seek funding to make the film, as it explores 
other options to kick o� the grass-root level discussions.

A significant amount of e�ort is required to create the support 
the campaign is asking for - funds. Resources are also required 
to fuel community mobilization and govt engagement
& responsiveness.

– This element is part of the campaign’s activities and objective

– Support is pledged and this element is part of the campaign’s 
activities and objectives

Organisational 
collaboration

Active 
Citizenry

Projections

Institutional 
responsiveness

One Battle 
Won, Many
 to Conquer
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The Approach
The murals are the medium – in their making, in 
the message they send and the space they create 
to create more inclusive spaces, especially relating 
to the transgender community and their 
relationship to the rest of society.

Aravani Art Project embraces the need to expand the possibilities and 
the use of public spaces by the transgender community by creating 
consciousness and well- being through art, awareness and social 
participation. 

The timing of this campaign is pertinent as it comes on the heels of the 
Supreme Court’s verdict of decriminalising same sex consensual sexual 
relations between consenting adults in India.

Ten Fold8.

To explore how mural painting in public spaces impacts 
behavioural shift – both among the wider public and the 
transgender community.

Organisation - Aravani Art Project

Transgender Rights

Tenfold’s Objective:

“Our vision began with a need to raise voices and awareness of the 

friendship between Trans-women and Women in public spaces through 

what we knew best, art. Our work so far has taught us, we can change 

the very reading and experience of public spaces through art.”
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Building the pitch

Based on the team’s previous experience, the initial 

assumption was, the act of mural painting – with 

transgender folk as designers and painters - expands the 

choices of the transgender community in the way they 

occupy public space. And that the campaign launch 

through mural painting can help to create awareness 

towards the transgender community and deal with social

stigma and taboos. It emerged, in the building of the pitch, 

the key idea was to project how mural painting in public 

spaces in Karnataka, could impact behavioural shift – both 

among the wider public and the transgender community.

Reaching Out

A fair amount of the outreach was primarily based on 

Aravani’s existing partners. The current relationship with 

St+art India Foundation and the possibility of a continued 

collaboration, was a boost. St+art was also able to bring 

other key pledgers on board, to support the project in 

terms of resources like paints and project costs. Over and 

above the materials for making the murals, the other 

significant pledges came on providing networks and 

linkages to identify and enable the identification of walls 

for painting the murals.

The Groundwork
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The pitch projected the thinking and process that develops the diverse 
content for these murals through documented stories and cultural 
aspects in di�erent formats e.g. writing, imagery, photography and 
films. And emphasised how the process of mural painting creates the 
impact of the project – the re-invented use and occupying of public 
spaces both by the transgender community and by the wider public.

“The process enables us to create, explore, cry, love, laugh, find 
comfort, exchange ideas, raise voices, raise questions and respond to 

all these experiences by creating spaces that encourage exchange, 
openness and debate surrounding gender identities.”

The pitch reached out to the audience to be part of creating 
re-imagined public spaces in 10 districts in Karnataka with an active 
local transgender community that is wanting to collaborate with the 
Aravani Art Project.

The wider impact of the project is to bring in content on transgender 
issues which need visibility, awareness and solidarity, through art, to 
capture the hidden culture, stories, facts, mythology and arrive at a 
documentary film that will be used as an archive for culture and impact 
studies. The project envisages, the documentary film will further help in 
the future of policymaking, healthcare, and other interventions that are 
necessary for the well-being of the transgender community in 
Karnataka.

Media’s Role
The media piece provided a visual representation of the spaces created 
around murals, the diverse content they are made of, and the energy 
and spirit behind the team members involved.

“Hello, I’m Chandri, and I am proud to call myself an artist first and 
then a transgender.”

Pitching!

Charting the Way Forward
The Project while it lays out its timeline is reaching out to the pledgers, 
so that they are all set to begin work on their first walls in 2020.

Role of the Champion
The project’s Champion, Chandri, was a team member of the Aravani Art 
Project. Chandri personified Aravani’s vision of both transforming lives of 
transgender team members through participation as well as being an active 
participant in spreading this new reading and experience of public spaces.

The Pledges
The table below provides a rough projection/overview, in the light of 
the way the campaigns/projects were pitched and the pledges they 
have received, and as to what would be potentially required to take 
the campaign/project forward towards creating wider impact.

This projection is made with the following indications:

– This element is part of the campaign’s activities and objective

– Support is pledged and this element is part of the campaign’s 
activities and objectives

Organisational 
collaboration

Active 
Citizenry

Projections

Institutional 
responsiveness

Tenfold

The pitch was fruitful in getting the required collaboration; 
additional e�ort is required in getting govt support/ engagement; 
the first level of mobilization for the project is in place, the next 
level will come with increasing visibility and support for the 
campaign.
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The Approach
Based on documented research of this media bias, 
‘Her Stories’ seeks to make visible the under- 
represented female role models by training the people 
in the art of storytelling through mobile phones. They 
believe, role models that look like you are hard to come 
by, especially if you are a person from a marginalised 
community.

Co-Media Lab - a joint project of Radio Active and Oorvani Foundation - 
goes beyond the Right to Access Media, to address the Right to 
Communicate as a key aspect of democracy. 

They work to encourage, support, train community journalists and 
producers - organising regular workshops on themes like city issues, 
citizen journalism, media production, problem solving, while exploring 
the convergence of media across mediums – digital stories, podcasts, 
radio episodes, video explainers, performances, photography, 
face-to-face conversation and discussion.

Her Stories9.

To address class and caste bias and the lack of diversity in the 
media landscape and change the status quo.

Organisation - Co-Media Lab

Women Empowerment

Co-Media Lab’ s Objective:

“Priyanka Chopra or Sania Mirza work as role for some but 
not for all of us.”
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Building the pitch
Given the experience of Co-Media Lab, with a focus 
on the Right to Communicate, there was a need to 
build a pitch which would provide why this was 
important and how it would work - contributing to 
greater diversity in the media landscape, with a 
special focus on projecting an array of ‘relevant’ role 
models, selected by communities identified by them, 
and; making and distributing short videos about these 
women who went against the grain and emerged as 
beacons of inspiration for their community.

The videos will in turn be made by women belonging 
to marginalized communities, trained to tell stories of 
their folk, increasing the media literacy within the 
community, while emancipating the women further.

Reaching Out
The combination of funding, mentoring and media 
strategy was what the outreach that was being 
focused on. It was important to get people in the 
room who could provide the funding for such an 
initiative. It was felt, the funding should be presented 
on a per film basis, to make the funding options 
potentially more ‘doable’. The pitch was also a call 
out to filmmakers to take on a relatively new role, 
which, it was felt, would provide interest from certain 
filmmakers.

Co-Media Lab’s Ask…
Each film will cost Rs 1.5 lakhs. 

We need sensitive filmmakers who can train and mentor these community members. 

We will need support for film equipment including smartphones, editing software 
among other things. 

We need a media strategist to help us to impactfully disseminate these films. 

The Groundwork
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Presenting Co-Media Lab as a collaborative space, that wanted to work 
to establish a ‘broader’ need to project under-represented women and 
girl role models and thereby expand the options beyond conventional 
and inaccessible role models like Priyanka Chopra and Sania Mirza. The 
collaborative nature of Co-Media Lab’s work came through the approach 
they have adopted - to train people from among these communities in 
the art of storytelling through mobile phones. Pitching for new content, 
a novel method of participation participation in creating that new 
content, on a device that was getting rapid accessibility with a majority 
to a majority of people (with India being the largest mobile phone 
owning country in the world), was a combination that worked as a 
strong basis to pitch the idea as a whole.

Based on the groundwork of identifying socially and economically  
disadvantaged communities (domestic workers, garment workers, waste 
management workers, marginalised caste groups), they put forward the 
outcome they expected in the first year - to train 20 members from 
these communities to make at least 20 one-minute films in Tamil, 
Kannada and English. These they planned to share on popular social 
media platforms including Whatsapp and Instagram as part of a social 
media campaign as well as through film screenings in the same local 
communities.
 
Overall, they were able to establish how they would counter the well- 
documented class and caste bias that manifests in the way journalists 
and other story tellers are employed and the way the issues are covered, 
through community-based approach that would build capacity in 
filmmaking while inspiring the communities they belong to.

Media’s Role
The media clip provided a glimpse of the first video they plan to make, 
featuring the first transgender radio-jockey in Bengaluru and employed 
by Radoactive.

Pitching!

Charting the Way Forward
With funds they have received at the pitch for their first video, the Co-Media 
Lab team is putting together their pilot for this project, which would provide 
them with the learning on how they to run project for the rest of the films to be 
produced in the year. They are identifying their first filmmakers to come board as 
mentors. The process of building the longer timeline for the year, and exploring 
further options for funding the rest of the films would also form an additional 
part of the project plan.

Role of the Champion
The person who featured in the media piece was there in person to share her 
inspiring story.

The Pledges
The table below provides a rough projection/overview, in the light of 
the way the campaigns/projects were pitched and the pledges they 
have received, and as to what would be potentially required to take 
the campaign/project forward towards creating wider impact.

This projection is made with the following indications:

– This element is part of the campaign’s activities and objective

– Support is pledged and this element is part of the campaign’s 
activities and objectives

Organisational 
collaboration

Active 
Citizenry

Projections

Institutional 
responsiveness

Her Stories

The initial support has been provided to kick o� the pilot. Though 
the collaboration required to roll out the pilot is being worked 
out. Community support and mobilization is in-built in
this campaign.
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The Approach
The distorted usage of a commonly held good 
i.e. roads, as a conduit for vehicles with a bias 
towards the motor vehicle that is rampant, 
needs an inspiring alternative to present itself. 
The need to instil a new mobility culture is 
crucial for the ever growing city of Bengaluru.

The streets of a city are its lifeline. All forms of travel and commerce flow 
through them. Right of way therefore becomes the very spine of how the 
culture of a city is built. However, the mobility within the city of Bengaluru 
functions far beyond the parameters of civility, where streets increasingly 
are experienced as inhospitable places, especially for pedestrians and 
cyclists. Citizens for Sustainability (CiFoS) is a citizen group based in 
Sanjaynagar, Bangalore working with communities and bringing democracy 
to the doorstep to make the city more liveable.

Equity on Streets10.

Equity on Streets is an initiative to bring about a behaviour 
change in drivers of motor vehicles, while creating new 
innovative approaches to address the inequity in street life.  

Organisation - Citizens For Sustainability (CiFos)

Sustainable Transport

CiFoS’  Objective:

“For us at CIFOS Equity on streets means streets that are accessible and 
safe for people of all ages and physical abilities, and those  that 
accommodate a variety of transit modes–pedestrians, cyclists, mass transit, 
and standard vehicles. In doing so, these equitable streets work to advance 
local economies and create more interconnected neighbourhoods and 
communities.”



Building the pitch
CiFoS’ work so far shows them standard solutions to promote 
equity (protected bike lanes, speed cameras, longer lights at 
crosswalks) right now are available only at limited locations. The 
team finds themselves at a stage where they feel a need to take 
their local impact to the wider cityscape.

Taking stock of their work with 40 communities, 120 corporate and 
various government departments have led them to believe scaling 
up, involves building ‘Empathy’ across the board – among co-users 
of the road, urban planners, government bodies and corporates. 
Through various rounds of discussion their framework to enable 
change emerged with three levels of intervention:
 
1. Policy implementation – to provide integrated awareness training 
among the implementing institutions and their sta� to ensure an 
impactful roll out of the Non-Motorised Transport Policy, which 
CiFoS was instrumental in formulating.
2. Design and Infrastructure – to inform and institute design and 
infrastructure planning from an ‘empathy perspective’.
3. Mobilisation – to spread an empathetic experience of the city of 
Bengaluru to a pedestrian and as a bicycle-friendly city.

Their pitch, based on their experience with the various actors so 
far, looks towards increasing government commitment; expanding 
corporate engagement, and; drawing in new citizen groups in new 
and diverse geographies of Bengaluru.

The Groundwork

CiFoS’ Ask…
A Communication strategy including Visual Messages for mobilisation 
– online and o�ine (30 Lakhs) 

Immersion Modules for policy implementors and to inform Design 
and infrastructure (40 Lakhs)

VR Enabled Empathy Car (2 Crores)

Reaching Out
Both collaboration and funding were key to this campaign. 
Collaboration was required both from the government and other 
constituencies. Being a citizen’s group, which has been working for 
over 5 years, there was need to find media strategy support that 
would help scale up the visibility to a broader city level.
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Having viewed the media piece which presented a very familiar reality to 
the audience – an apathetic street culture - the pitch moved on to 
projecting ‘empathy’ as lying at the heart of the solution.

Presenting the CiFoS team’s depth of experience, having worked with 5 
di�erent government departments and various citizen stakeholders  they 
proceeded to list the successes they wanted to build on (400 cycle day 
events, the hugely popular cycle to work campaign, Namma Railu   
campaign, bus day campaign) and spread the ‘sustainable mobility 
agenda’. This they proposed would require creating a sustainable 
ecosystem of changemakers in the city for which three important wheels 
need to move together: Policy, Design & Infrastructure and Mobilization.

The team based their ‘Ask’ on a set of concrete targets to project the  
scope of partnerships envisaged - cycle day/open streets every Sunday, 
across all 198 wards of Bengaluru with 198 Communities activated; to see 
500 corporates prioritising non-motorised transport; to consolidate 
people's power with the above campaigns to push  government to allocate 
6000 crores for prioritising the non-motorised transport users of the city.

Media’s Role
Equity, rather inequity, was captured through short film in order to ‘replay’ 
a shared reality, and to establish the concept of ‘Equity’ at the start.

Role of the Champion
To have a government o�cial to be the champion, created significant 
momentum for the pitch. The champion expressed the need for such an 
intervention and extended his department’s support – the Police. He also 
pledged his support to link the team to other key departments, as 
required. Having the government as a champion is not always easy but 
provides great impetus to create momentum post-pitch at the planning 
and roll out stage.

Pitching! The Pledges
The table below provides a rough projection/overview, in the light of 
the way the campaigns/projects were pitched and the pledges they 
have received, and as to what would be potentially required to take 
the campaign/project forward towards creating wider impact.

This projection is made with the following indications:

– This element is part of the campaign’s activities and objective

– Support is pledged and this element is part of the campaign’s 
activities and objectives

Organisational 
collaboration

Active 
Citizenry

Projections

Institutional 
responsiveness

Equity on  
Streets

Government institutions have extended their commitment to 
collaborate, building on CiFoS’ work over the last 5 years and 
their pitch, which is a big plus. Seeking other oeganisations to 
collaborate to build and spread community support and 
mobilization will be a key part of the success of the campaign
- in new geographies of the city, with increasing number of 
partners and deepening government commitment.

Charting the Way Forward
The team will be launching a year-long campaign for equity on streets 
with the celebration of World Bicycle Day on the 2nd of June - 
#abetterebengalurean and #keepmesafe campaigns - with the approval 
of the Department of Urban Land Transport (DULT), one of the key 
departments they partner with. DULT is also on board for the ‘Equity on 
Streets’ year-long campaign and will get the transport department to  
collaborate on the campaign. CiFoS has also been able to secure the 
support of the Dutch and the Swiss Consulates to bring Dutch and Swiss 
companies on board.
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The Approach
The human experience of interacting with the 
police is mostly seen as one centred around 
fear and anxiety. Kanoonina Jothege puts 
forward an approach to familiarize people 
with what to expect while interacting with the 
police so they feel empowered to report a 
crime, defend their rights and hold authorities 
accountable.

Laws are made for the benefit of the people but it is intimidating 
for a layperson to apply them because they are not always easy to 
understand. Nyaaya is committed to providing clear, actionable 
information about laws in simple language so people can protect 
themselves, assert their rights and seek justice.

Kanoonina Jothege11.

Kanoonina Jothege envisions giving accurate, practical and 
actionable legal information to the people about their rights 
and responsibilities while interacting with the police and the 
justice system, by breaking down the complicated laws into 
more digestible bytes.

Organisation - Nyaaya

Legal Awareness

Nyaaya’s Objective:

“Laws are made for the benefit of the people but it is 
intimidating for a layperson to apply them because they are not 
always easy to understand.”
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Building the pitch
The three aspects the team initially focusing on 1) The overall framing of 
the Pitch. 2) The key laws Nyaaya wants to target, in addition to ‘filing an 
FIR’. 3) The film production – to explore the medium and style to be used 
to present the content. The  overall thrust was to engage the viewer in 
nuanced and  useful  information that could help create an active citizenry, 
while making the experience of the law a better one.

As the first info-video would be used as the pitch media content, the 
discussions with the options for the film maker began early.

Reaching Out
The list for those to approach and invite began with entities that Nyaaya 
had worked with before. Added to the list were government institutions, 
like the police with the specific aim to explore the level of interest for 
partnership and support in the medium to long term ideas on identifying 
options and approaches to institutionalise an accountable law enforcement 
body, working and interacting with an informed citizenry. E�ort also went 
towards ensuring there would be interest and support forthcoming for 
collaborating/supporting the campaign’s media strategy.

The Groundwork

Nyaaya’s Ask…
We are seeking funding of 30-50 lakhs to go towards 
production and distribution costs.

Collaborations with creative folk in the room such as 
animators and voice over artists  

Support from law enforcement such as the police and 
collaboration with civil society platforms. 
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The pitch kicked o� establishing the relevance of the law, but also how 
our  awareness of them is low. Taking o� from Nyaaya’s mission - to 
explain India’s laws and to help people help themselves - Kanoonina 
Jothege  presented itself as a social media campaign to help people 
better their experience with their point of contact with the most visible 
authority figure of the law - The Police. 

The pitch projected a need for an improved experience of the law, which 
could create a informed and active citizenry that understands its rights 
and responsibilities under the law as well  as  the solutions available to 
them. Towards  this target, they pitched to bring out a set of 15-20 
videos of 3-4 minutes, both in Kannada and English, that would walk 
people through key laws – highlighting the actions that need to be taken 
as a complainant/citizen and the duties of police/authorities. 

These would go live on social media assisted by a media strategy. The 
info-videos would target an urban audience in the 20-35 age group 
(identified based on data) - that would most need it, and have access to 
the technology.

Media’s Role
The media piece gave a good idea of what such an info-video of the 
style of the film and the treatment of the content (based on the law) – 
would look and feel like. They were fortunate, after much exploring, to 
identify a filmmaker/animation professional to work with them on the 
media piece.

Role of the Champion
The Champion for the pitch was a previous funder who provided 
credibility to Nyaaya’s work. Given the profile of the funder, this did 
seem to add value and momentum to other pledgers taking initiative.
 

Pitching! The Pledges
The table below provides a rough projection/overview, in the light of 
the way the campaigns/projects were pitched and the pledges they 
have received, and as to what would be potentially required to take 
the campaign/project forward towards creating wider impact.

This projection is made with the following indications:

– This element is part of the campaign’s activities and objective

– Support is pledged and this element is part of the campaign’s 
activities and objectives

Organisational 
collaboration

Active 
Citizenry

Projections

Institutional 
responsiveness

Kanoonina 
Jothege

The campaign is all set to take o� with its pilot, based on 
the media work for the pitch and support received for govt 
engagement. Public mobilization will come only through the 
roll out of the campaign. The collaboration pledged by the
police needs to be ensured.

Charting the Way Forward
The Nyaaya team is reaching out to pledgers and beginning to explore 
various areas of common interest within the campaign. They are exploring 
collaboration on the other topics identified - an RTI explainer, exploring 
partnerships on how to gamifying laws. They are also looking at how they 
can kick o� their campaign online, with their first info-video done for the 
pitch. The longer-objective emerging of the campaign, is to provide a 
compendium of hands-on info-videos that will be accessible to all to learn 
their rights during legal processes, especially for situations such as 
complaints, arrests and applications for bail.
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The Approach
Through facilitated screenings at schools 
and partnerships with local NGOs, Driving 
with Selvi has already proven to be an 
important instrument that supports 
ground-up change e�orts in communities 
where child marriage and gender-based 
violence are highly prevalent. This time 
they will be shorter films for facilitated 
viewing

Mediamakers are individuals looking for outreach partners, distribution, funding 
and other resources to complete their projects and ensure they are seen by the 
best possible audience.

To contribute to women’s and girl’s empowerment through 
facilitated media-based interactions and exchanges.

III.  MEDIAMAKER-LED PITCHES

Elisa’s Objective:

“Selvi has a dream… it’s to screen the 
film to 1 million girls just like Roja.”

Driving with Selvi12.
Mediamaker - Elisa Paloschi

Women Empowerment

Driving with Selvi is an award winning documentary about a former 
child bride who ran away from her violent marriage to become 
Karnataka’s first female taxi driver. The film has been screened at 100 
festivals, broadcast on 6 continents, and has been used as an 
educational tool in more than 1000 schools in Canada, India and 
Bangladesh.
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Building the pitch
Director Elisa Paloschi believes that a shorter version of the film will serve as 
an accessible tool for training and education, for both organisations, and 
individuals at grassroot level, working on female empowerment.
 
The pitch was built on the future work that is envisaged on the existing full 
length film. The intention of the pitch was to project the need for shorter 
versions for facilitated viewing as part of a broader agenda of women’s and 
girl’s empowerment.

Impact is envisaged through the short single issue versions of the film to be 
used by NGOs with specific priorities, such as child marriage, dowry, 
non-traditional livelihoods for women; to encourage parental dialogue where 
girls can speak freely in a supportive environment about the issues they face, 
and; sensitize communities about personal choices.

Reaching Out
As the project is seeking partners with a wide reach in women’s employment 
training, girls empowerment groups, as well as in schools and hostels around 
Karnataka, the focus of the outreach work was on both getting people to 
support on the funding (to create the short films) and raise the interest of 
NGOs and NGO networks working on the issue. The campaign also wants to 
form collaborations with NGOs associated with schools to be able to screen 
the film and have meaningful discussions at the end of the screenings.

The Groundwork

Elisa’s Ask…
Funds to create the shorts from the feature film.

A new unknown partner with a wide reach to the target audience, that can 
use the film within their current programming and assist with outreach and 
support implementation.
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As the filmmaker and impact producer, Elisa pitched her 3rd and final 
phase of their impact campaign focused on preventing child marriage 
and empowering girls to stay in school. The pitch presented this phase 
as being built on ‘Selvi’s Bus Tour’, which was a test drive to prove that 
with the right partners, Selvi’s story can give rise to girl’s agency. The 
assessment of the e�ectiveness of these screenings was presented as 
the basis and the need for the 3rd phase. Elisa projected the exciting 
results from the evaluation, with an example of Roja (the girl who also 
featured in the media clip), who by watching the film gained the courage 
to speak out, and through the intervention of their NGO partner, her 
parents cancelled her wedding and she continues to go to school.

Elisa ended the pitch with Selvi’s dream - to screen the film to 1 million 
girls just like Roja.

“Lush was proud to partner with Driving with Selvi and film maker Elisa 
Paloschi on their community engagement and social impact campaign. It 
is truly inspiring to see powerful films that promote the empower- ment 

of women and girls and provide a much need narrative change that 
challenges patriarchal norms that will result long-term systemic change 

in India and beyond. Elisa has dedicated over a decade to supporting 
Selvi and the elevation of this important issue locally and around the 
world. We encourage everyone in the audience to get involved in the 

next stage of the films journey.”
- Tricia Stevens, Charitable Giving & Ethical Campaigns Manager, 

Lush Fresh Handmade Cosmetics

Media’s Role
The media clip showed Selvi and Elisa’s 25 day ‘Selvi’s Bus Tour’ 
– a  screening tour to engage adolescent girls – partnering with 17 
organizations in 4 states for 27 screenings and reached almost 2000 
girls and women.

Pitching!

The Pledges
The table below provides a rough projection/overview, in the light of 
the way the campaigns/projects were pitched and the pledges they 
have received, and as to what would be potentially required to take 
the campaign/project forward towards creating wider impact.

This projection is made with the following indications:

– This element is part of the campaign’s activities and objective

– Support is pledged and this element is part of the campaign’s 
activities and objectives

Organisational 
collaboration Active 

Citizenry

Projections

Institutional 
responsiveness

Driving with 
Selvi

The initial support required to get the next phase of this 
campaign going is broadly in place. Although additional funds 
may be required for the roll out. There’s an initial response from 
institutions to engage (school networks). Mobilisation is a 
campaign outcome.

Charting the Way Forward
The project received funds from one of the pledgers. As the campaign 
planning rolls out, Elisa is looking for someone to do outreach and 
support implementation.

Role of the Champion
Selvi herself was present to make a plea for the campaign going forward 
into its final phase.
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The Approach
Film as a medium is to be used to unify and mobilise public 
opinion to ensure wider environmental and socio-economic 
stability and sustainability. A well-researched film with an 

outreach strategy that creates action both locally and beyond is 
required to counter “a dooms day project that impacts 9 million 

people including farmers, fisherfolk and industrialists”.

A proposal has been made by the State Government to divert the river 
Netravati to benefit the parched cities of Karnataka. Tale of a River is a 
documentary film to present the real story of the Netravati River Diversion 
Project. River Netravati is an important part of the ecosystem that nourishes 
the state of Karnataka. The waters and the forest that flank the river are rich 
in indigenous and rare flora and fauna.
 
A team of a two-time National Award winning filmmaker and a journalist- 
cum-filmmaker, both belonging to the region through which the Netravati 
flows, come together to bring the consequences of such a project to public 
attention.

Tale of a River13.

To use the film to consolidate support across communities and organisation to build 
a movement against this project. The goal is to collaborate with the NGOs and CSOs 
to research the subject, and create public opinion about the fallout of the project

Mediamaker - Abhaya Simha & NAM Ismail

Environment

Abhaya’s & Ismail’s Objective:

“The Netravathi River Diversion Project is one such mindless project 
where everyone loses and no one gains. This needs to stop now, 
before more damage is done.”
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The Pledges
The table below provides a rough projection/overview, in the light of 
the way the campaigns/projects were pitched and the pledges they 
have received, and as to what would be potentially required to take 
the campaign/project forward towards creating wider impact.

This projection is made with the following indications:

– This element is part of the campaign’s activities and objective

– Support is pledged and this element is part of the campaign’s 
activities and objectives

Organisational 
collaboration

Active 
Citizenry

Projections

Institutional 
responsiveness

Tale of a River

The media piece developed for the pitch will help raise resources 
for the campaign. Collaboration on research support in place. 
Initial support was received to develop mobilization on the 
ground but requires more
follow up and work.

Building the pitch
There were two parts to this pitch – the media piece and identifying the 
networks to share the film with local communities and beyond. The team 
took a few trips to get footage along the Netravati to put the media clip 
together, which would project the key aspects to counter the diversion 
project’s rationale. The core theme identified is to project the 
implications of human intervention and nature - recent floods in Kerala 
and Karnataka, increasing human–animal conflict, and so on – as a 
destructive force rather than a constructive one.

Reaching Out
The focus was to get a combination of funding options, research inputs 
and NGO and other partnerships to do the outreach around the film 
locally and elsewhere.

The Groundwork

The strong focus of the pitch was to present the key objective and urgency 
of the film - to unite the opposition to this project. These voices are 
presently scattered, because the impacts of this project are not clearly 
understood. The pitch projected the idea of the film facilitating a platform 
to initiate an informed dialogue about the subject in India and around the 
world as it a�ects sustainability and the environment as a whole.

Media’s Role
The media piece, which is also the trailer for the film, provides a 
compelling argument and visuals to explain and project the implications 
of the proposed project.
 
Role of the Champion
The champion for this pitch came from the research community from the 
Indian Institute of Science, which has undertaken long and detailed 
research on the subject and provides credibility to the intent of the pitch 
and its campaign.

Pitching!

Charting the way forward
The team had already begun filming during the creation of their pitch. 
They are now in the process of contacting the people/entities that 
pledged and continue with filming. Going forward they will need 
further support, especially with the funding of the film.
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David Vs Goliath in Uppinabetagiri 14.

Commercialised Bt cotton as a cash crop has led to soil deficiency. The 
land fertility thus compromised has led the farmers to seek expensive 
means of enriching the land. In the village of Uppinabetagiri, one farmer 
breaks the cycle as he chooses to grow the brown coloured cotton crop.
Sushma Veerappa, a filmmaker and Ravi Kiran, who has been working with 
Khadi for the last 10 years and owns a brand called 'metaphor racha' see a 
constructive way forward.

To facilitate the switching to brown cotton in the Dharwad region 
for environmental sustainability, livelihood security by facilitating 
and sustaining the linkage between land, loom and consumer.

Mediamaker 
- Sushma Veerappa & Ravi KiranAgriculture

Sushma’s and Ravi Kiran’s Objective:

Our pilot shows, the soil of the Dharwad region carries the 
potential to adapt to the vagaries of climate change and herald a 
‘green’ textile industry, which values social and ecological 
production of cloth, making it a fabric of the future.

The Approach
Film is seen as a medium to facilitate 
a broader adoption of brown cotton by 
the farmers of Uppinabetagiri, towards 
building a broader picture of positive, 
sustainable change.
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Building the pitch
The discussions around building the pitch focused on how the scenario for brown cotton – both the 
production and the market dimension – could be projected. The pitching team’s aim was to present this 
project as one that focused on changing farming and lifestyle practices. Building on what their pilot had 
shown – the soil of Dharwad region carries the potential to adapt to the vagaries of climate change – the 
project’s focus was to herald a ‘green’ textile industry, which values social and ecological production of 
cloth, and making it a fabric for the future.

The seed variety is rain-fed, pest resistant, organically grown, and developed by the local cotton research 
centre. The pitching team pursues the lone farmer and the other stakeholders and actors involved that 
can make a viable case of the uptake of brown cotton.

Reaching Out
The outreach involved representation from all the constituencies of the production and marketing cycle. 
The pitching team had, based on its pilot work, established links with the research, identified a facilitator 
that could help with the work with the other farmers. They had identified potential marketing support 
and in getting pledges from ‘sustainable fashion’ actors.

The Groundwork Sushma & Ravi Kiran’s Ask…
Support to make the film targeting 
farmers to facilitate the spread of brown 
cotton.

We seek funding support to continue 
research for a robust brown cotton seed 
variety, to encourage small landholding 
women farmers to grow brown cotton. 
We then plan to purchase / facilitate the 
purchase of their produce, for design 
intervention in production, and sales 
and marketing of the final product.

Reviving the marketing cycle - 
projecting the value of brown cotton 
through sustainable fashion.
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The pitch began with establishing the comparison between Bt cotton and 
brown cotton, stating the relative advantages of brown cotton financially, 
socially and environmentally. This was backed up by findings from long 
term trials in India between 2007-2010 (Forster et al. 2013), which showed 
that organic cotton production can be profitable despite lower yields since 
input and seed costs are lower than growing conventional Bt cotton.

“Brown cotton may produce 30% less than Bt cotton, but this cotton 
variety is hardy, region-specific and therefore less prone to pest attacks.”

They went on to establish there were existing viable linkages to create the 
‘green’ textile alternative. And presented brown cotton as an opportunity 
to create stable livelihood opportunities, especially for rural women, 
creating hand-spun and hand-woven tactile-rich fabric.

“Every meter of this brown cotton fabric has the potential to sustain the 
livelihoods of 7 di�erent kinds of families – right from the farmer to 

garment maker”

Moving into the market end of the project, their pitch brought attention to 
the challenges for farmers not getting a fair price, and the crop overall 
having to contend with weak linkages in both, the production process and 
market, although there was growing awareness in consumers and their 
willingness to adapt to thoughtfully produced fabrics.
 
They ended their pitch on an aspirational note - to aim to close this loop 
and sustain the cycle for brown cotton, under the brand name KANDU 
(means brown in Kannada).

Media’s Role
The one-minute film brought into focus the comparative advantage of 
brown cotton. It featured the farmer who had switched to brown cotton.

Pitching!

The Pledges
The table below provides a rough projection/overview, in the light of 
the way the campaigns/projects were pitched and the pledges they 
have received, and as to what would be potentially required to take 
the campaign/project forward towards creating wider impact.

This projection is made with the following indications:

– This element is part of the campaign’s activities and objective

– Support is pledged and this element is part of the campaign’s 
activities and objectives

Organisational 
collaboration

Active 
Citizenry

Projections

Institutional 
responsiveness

David Vs 
Goliath in 
Uppinabetagiri

The required collaboration to kick o� the project on the 
ground is in place. Additional resource for implementation, 
although are still required. The initial active community base 
(the farmer) is on board – the key to mobilization.

Charting the Way Forward
The pitching team continues it work on their project, taking on board 
the pledges they received at the event.

Role of the Champion
The champion was Sri. Chennabasappa Masuti, the farmer himself, who 
never gave up growing brown cotton.
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The Approach
Jack Journeys is projected as a ‘pubic enterprise’ 
to engage people in bringing to light the amazing 
qualities of this fruit - easy to grow, survives 
pests, diseases and rising temperatures, resistant 
to droughts and famine. In spite of all its 
miraculous powers, it remains downgraded as the 
food of the poor in India, which needs to change, 
especially in these challenging time.

looking towards bringing to light jackfruits amazing 
qualities, making a case for a very misunderstood fruit 
to persuade the policymakers and the food industry to 
work for the cause of the fruit.

Vinod’s Objective:

“Let’s come together to save a fruit 
that will save us all in the years to 
come.”

Jack Journeys15.
Mediamaker - Vinod Raja

Food Security

Karnataka is a leading producer of Jackfruit in India. A wide 
variety of jackfruits grow here, both in the wet and semi-arid 
regions. An estimated Rs. 8000 crores worth of Jackfruit is 
wasted in South India alone!

Vinod Raja is a filmmaker based here in Bengaluru, and has 
been making films for over two decades. He has been working 
on climate challenges and the food options available to us.
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Building the pitch
A fair amount of building of the pitch was about how to portray 
the fruit to refresh the memory of the fruit in people’s lives, and by 
doing so to move people to see how they can make a di�erence by 
making this fruit meaningful to many more. The campaign was 
discussed as a journey, in these challenging times of climate 
change, to gather stories about jackfruit and project them far 
beyond - both to consumers to partake and entrepreneurs to step 
up their e�orts to bringing this fruit and its value to a broadening 
circle.

Reaching Out
The whole audience was seen as a potential to responding to this 
pitch. This pitch also required key people in the room – jackfruit 
entrepreneurs, restaurateurs, venue owners for screening the film, 
researchers, cycling groups, funders.

The Groundwork

Sushma & Ravi Kiran’s Ask…
Researchers and Knowledge partners 

Cyclists and cycling groups 

Designers and media strategists 

And anyone who loves the fruit and wish to contribute. 

The pitch set up the memory of jackfruit through its media clip 
and then moved on to describing the journey across the many 
terrains on bicycle to highlight and explain the health benefits 
of the fruit in cities and towns, and; to remind folks in the 
countryside on the advantages of its cultivation - it's unique 
qualities like climate resilience, low costs or no cost and 
sustainability. 

The campaign projected this ‘journey’ needing two key 
elements: one, to facilitate an exchange of seeds and saplings, 
to create conversations and conduct workshops on the 
potential market and value additions, and; two, to raise funds 
to make a short documentary that would be screened across 
Karnataka during a cycling campaign to connect the cultivator, 
the entrepreneur and the consumer. 

What created a broader buzz in the room was the fundraising 
format, which sought funds per kilometre of the cycling 
campaign - Rs. 5000 per kilometre.

Media’s Role
The media clip was a glimpse into the fruit, providing a rich 
texture and enabled that first connect back to the fruit.

Role of the Champion
The champion was a successful jackfruit entrepreneur who put 
forward the case for the fruit.

Pitching!
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The Pledges
The table below provides a rough projection/overview, in the light of 
the way the campaigns/projects were pitched and the pledges they 
have received, and as to what would be potentially required to take 
the campaign/project forward towards creating wider impact.

This projection is made with the following indications:

– This element is part of the campaign’s activities and objective

– Support is pledged and this element is part of the campaign’s 
activities and objectives

Organisational 
collaboration

Active 
Citizenry

Projections

Institutional 
responsiveness

Jack Journeys

The collaboration received was fairly broad-based and very 
encouraging; the resources to kick the campaign o� have 
still to be raised, which the media piece should assist with.

Charting the Way Forward
Vinod is in the process of reaching out to all the pledgers, while he 
prepares for the research phase of his film.
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AUDIENCE ENGAGEMENTC.

There were two specific aspects while reaching out to the potential 
audience – introducing the format – of projecting campaigns/projects 
that integrate changemaking and mediamaking, and a certain level of 
clarity in the narrative put forward to them of each pitch. Both these 
aspects provided a rich conversation and ensured a level of expectation, 
and even excitement for the event.

One of the observations that came out from among the audience fairly frequently, 
throughout that day and later, was the diverse mix of the audience. And how rare, if not 
impossible, the meeting of such a mix was in Bengaluru. This mix actually amounted to 
a diverse distribution of pledges overall.

RESULTS
OF
THE
OUTREACH

DISTRIBUTION
OF  TOTAL
PLEDGES

The distribution of pledges provides an indication of what lies ahead in broad 
brush strokes:

This section provides some insight about how the audience related to the Good Pitch 
Local Karnataka format and the level of response and interest in such a format.

Let’s look at audience engagement from three perspectives

1.    The process of putting together the audience
2.    The response of the audience having experienced the event
3.    The good ideas and case studies presented at the event

1.   Putting Together the Audience

Of the 500 reached out to, 347 were invited, 202 confirmed and a 198 
attended. It must be noted there were a few walk-ins on the day.
 
The response rate i.e. the relationship between those reached out to 
(500) and those  who confirmed (202) is – a ratio of 3:2 approximately.

The interest/enthusiasm  level i.e.  the  relationship between those 
confirmed (202) and those who attended (198) is fairly wholesome – 
a ratio of 1: 1 approximately.

Collaboration 
& Partnership

Funds & 
Fundraisng

Resource & 
Assistance

Media & 
Communications

Networks Advocacy & 
Mobilisation

THE TURNOUT’S RESPONSE

Reached out to 500

Invited 342

Confirmed 202

Attended 198

Media & Communications, very aptly for such an event, attracted one of the largest 

proportion of pledges.

Collaboration & Partnerships, with the kind of mix of the audience, indicates a certain 

enthusiasm for the pitches and the inclination to collaborate.

Resource & Assistance as a variety of support had a good response.

Future planning of the campaigns and projects will require more e�ort put into Funds 

& Fundraising, while Advocacy & Mobilisation, as per the pitches, would feature quite 

significantly in the campaign/project plans going forward.
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Its always interesting to see the outcome of a survey at the end of an 
event. There is often expectation and excitement. The reader must not 
– Aa a vast majority of the responses lay between the scores 6-10 
– the schematics below only represent that range.

2.   Audience Responses

RELEVANCE AND VALUE ADD
How likely are you to recommend Good Pitch to others?

Scores captured here: 
6-10 - where 10 (Extremely likely) and 1 (extremely unlikely)

Extremely Likely

QUALITY & EXPERIENCE
How do you rate quality of the pitches?

Scores captured here: 
6-10 - where 10 (Extremely high) and 1 (Extremely low)

Extremely High

SCOPE AND DIVERSITY
How do you rate the range of the projects?

Scores captured here: 
6-10 - where 10 (Extremely high) and 1 (Extremely low)

Extremely High

ACKOWLEDGEMENT & RECOGNITION
One of our goals is to provide insight as to the power 
and potential for media to drive social change in this 
community. Do you think we fulfilled it?

Scores captured here: 
6-10 - where 10 (Extremely strong) and 1 (Extremely weak)

Extremely Strong

The questions asked were gauging a few factors that are presented below:
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The programme for the day had one more contribution from the audience – 

an array of good ideas and case studies, that could inspire both the audience 

and the pitching teams. These were presented by individuals – representing 

civil society organisations and entrepreneurships that were working in ways 

or on issues that could prove relevant to the pitches. These provides an 

enhancement to both the creative nature of the forum and the high potential 

for networking.

RADIO ACTIVE 90.4 
Presented by - Pinky Chandran  I  www.radioactive.edu.in 

Radio Active 90.4 is Bangaluru's first community radio station catering to 

heterogeneous communities. It has been recognized the country's most 

community-centred and inclusive station. In the presentation, the Radio 

Active 90.4 team took everyone through the importance of voice and the 

democratization of media and the need for community media platforms.  

101REPORTERS
Presented by - Gangadhar Patil  I  www.101reporters.com 

101Reporters gives a platform to rural stories by connecting grassroots 

reporters with mainstream publications. They bring reporters and publishers 

on a common platform for wider publication of socially-impacting stories. In 

the process, they groom these reporters, most of whom have had little or no 

journalistic training. Gangadhar Patil explained how 101Reporters enables 

grassroots reporters and thus tells untold stories.  

SCRAPPY NEWS SERVICE
Presented by – Chetan S  I  www.scrappynews.com 

Chetan spoke about the process of building leadership and life skills through 

the lens of Scrappy News, a news service run by kids for kids to save the 

world through solving social problems. Scrappy News has created something 

out of nothing - the kid hosts are scrappy and build their very own 

newsrooms in a universe filled with junk, searching for truth.

CHANGE.ORG
Presented by – Taruni Kumar  I  www.change.org 

What is a campaign? What makes it strong? How can you run it to achieve 

impact? Taruni Kumar’s talk had answers to all these questions and more 

through the story of Insia Dariwala, who successfully ran a campaign asking 

the Indian government to conduct a study on the prevalence and impact of 

male child sexual abuse in India. 

REAP BENEFIT 
Presented by – Sweeha Panwar  I  www.reapbenefit.org 

Reap Benefit is an award-winning not-for-profit that has been engaging over 

23,000 young citizens to solve sanitation and other civic issues in their 

communities through local data and local innovations. In the past 6 years, 

Reap Benefit has been able to save 44 million litres of water, divert 560 

tonnes of waste from landfills and ensure over 300 schools are open 

defecation free. 

JACKFRUIT365™  
Presented by – James Joseph      

Jackfruit365™ is a humble attempt at bringing to every household a ‘natural, 

green and clean packet of health’. Jackfruit365™  was launched with a vision 

to create an organized market for the mostly wasted jackfruits in India. The 

Strategy at Jackfruit365™, is to gradually change perception from ‘Ayye’ 

Jackfruit (ashamed to eat) to ‘AHA’ Jackfruit – Aspirational, Healthy and 

A�ordable. James Joseph, Founder, shared the role the role of media in 

business development, especially for start-ups. 

FIELDS OF VIEW
Presented by – Sruthi Krishnan

Fields of View is a not-for-profit research organisation that designs games 

and simulations to help make better public policy. Fields of View has been 

featured in the 'Top Think Tanks in China, India, Japan, and the Republic of 

Korea' and the 'Best New Idea or Paradigm developed by a Think Tank' 

categories in University of Pennsylvania’s 'Global Go To Think Tank Index 

Report' ranking think tank organisations worldwide.

3.  Good Ideas / Case Studies
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IMPACT!D.

This section provides food for thought while reflecting on the process of 
creating impact. It offers an impact framework to view the Good Pitch 
Local Karnataka format as part of a broader process of change-making.

This day-long event and the process that preceded it is one that seeks 
impact and social change. To profile what that trajectory towards impact 
would look like could be useful in taking stock of the process so far and 
tracking it in the future.

Here is one such profiling of that impact trajectory.

Impact Framework

I.   Good Pitch Local Karnataka: Building the foundation

EVENT-BASED - Good Pitch Local Karnataka
A …Support
B …Collaboration
C …Capacity built

POST-EVENT
I  …Active Citizenry
2 …Institutional responsiveness
3 …Organisational collaboration

The framework looks at impact in two stages:

Event-Based: The process and the final output i.e. the event 
provides impact through the support (the GPL format and the 
mentoring it o�ers) and collaboration and resources it can provide.

1.

Post Event: The phase that follows from the event, and takes on 
board the collaboration and resources received, contributes to the 
conditions to launch or add momentum, as the case might be, to 
the campaign or project.

2.

Let’s take a look at both:

– A platform that provides the opportunity to receive/develop:

A – campaign building, Tech support, Mentoring, Funds, Linkages
B – Partnerships, Team building, Network building
C – Clarity, Direction/Strategy/Roll out of the campaign/ project; 
understanding and application of Media’s role and its integration with 
changemaking.

II.   Building the Bridge to Wider Impact
– Post-pitch campaign planning and network building to create impact on the 
ground through:

– To have collaborations in place that can forge collective changemaking, build     
   technical capacity, establish supportive relationships.
– To have government support/engagement/ partnership; create the possibility   
   of relationship building to influence the government and its policies.
– An aware and engaged public that plays a significant role in creating impact  
   and change.

The question is to what extent do the pledges of each pitch set them up 
towards the three aspects of building the bridge to wider impact
The Good Pitch Local Karnataka process has revealed the key drivers for 
creating impact through its format

In the context of Good Pitch Local Karnataka, creating impact can be broadly 
seen as a two-step process:

I.   Good Pitch Local Karnataka: Building the Foundation       II.   Building the Bridge to Wider Impact

CAMPAIGN

Good Pitch 
Local 

Karnataka

Beyond the pitch lies the planning and roll out of the campaign/project. 
Once the Good Pitch Local Karnataka format has created the foundation to 
plan for change, the post-pitch of building wider impact begins.

Working towards creating impact, Good Pitch Local Karnataka provided the 
platform which in di�erent ways provide/o�ered pledges of support; a 
diverse set of collaborations, and; through the process itself built the 
capacity of the pitching team.
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Funds for campaigns that create social, environmental, 
economic impact.

Mentorship for change-makers to build an understanding on 
how to create change with media-making, and thereby facili-
tate broader network building that own powerful campaigns.

Capacity as change-makers individuals, organisations and 
institutions - to envision and roll out a strategy that inspires 
and creates broader networks and crucial conversation.

The growth of a thriving media-making capacity that engages 
with the process and journey of change-making in creating 
impact with media-making in India, while creating new oppor-
tunities for funding.

THE REQUIRED INGREDIENTS

Outreach Director, Bengaluru
Gautam Sonti

Outreach Director, Mumbai
Manohar Kabeer

Program Manager, Bengaluru
Rashid A.P.

Program Manager, Mumbai
Shruti Sengupta

Review Designer
Rashmi Naik Nimbalkar 

Founder & CEO, Ourgroundworks
Tara Rao 

CEO & Founder, Indian
Documentary Foundation
Sophy VSivaraman
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